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The Royal Geological Society of Cornwall (RGSC) was instituted in 1814 to
encourage the study of geology with special reference to the mining interests
of the County; to afford opportunities for the instruction in the subject and to
preserve geological knowledge in the Society’s Transactions. Today it
continues as a scientific learned society, forming a focus for geological
knowledge, covering an expanding range of disciplines, but especially the
role of geology in understanding the environment.
Membership is open to all who have an interest in the Society’s objectives.
Membership forms may be obtained from the Hon Membership Secretary c/o
the above address. Members receive regular updates and journals as
published, and are invited to attend all meetings and lectures.
Material for publication is welcome at any time, and should be submitted to
the Hon Editor c/o the above address. Contributions for the Transactions
should follow ‘Guidelines for authors’ on the following page of this issue.

Volume XXIII Part 1 was published in April 2014, the 200th Anniversary of the
Society. Copies may be obtained by contacting the Hon Treasurer at the above
address.
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TRANSACTIONS of the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
Guidelines for contributors
Material for publication in the Transactions is always welcomed, and should be sent
to the Hon Editor, RGSC, c/o the address of the Society as listed on the header. Only
original articles, not previously published nor submitted for publication elsewhere
are acceptable. If published by the RGSC, the copyright is shared between the Society
and the author. However, the contents and opinions expressed in the papers are the
sole responsibility of the authors, and correspondence ensuing will be forwarded to
them for reply.
The aim of the Society is to produce at least one issue annually, though additional
issues may be forthcoming if sufficient material is contributed. Our objectives are to
publish material of high scientific standard on a wide range of disciplines relating to
the geology of the south-west of England, with special focus on the geology of
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. These may include primary research papers, review
articles and short notes of historical, environmental and ecological importance.
These will be subject to the normal processes of peer review. There is no set limit on
page numbers, and occasional larger contributions may be considered. Contributions
to the Transactions may be made by members of the Society and non-members, and
within the remit of high scientific standard, may be made by amateur as well as
professional geologists and workers in related fields from outside as well as within
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
Manuscripts must be submitted initially as typewritten copy or on disc in common
word-processing programs (i.e. Word) without extensive formatting. Papers in other
formats will be returned for re-typing. An abstract of up to 300 words should
precede the paper, except in the case of short notes.
Authors are encouraged to use illustrations in support of text. Photographs must be
good quality half-tone (ie, black & white) prints with sharp detail and good contrast.
Line-drawings should be bold, in black ink on white card or paper. All illustrations
should be submitted ideally 2-3 times final print size. Maximum width of final print
size is 140 mm (portrait format) or 185 mm (landscape format). They should bear on
the back author’s name and figure number, and should clearly indicate ‘top’. All
graphics should be referred to as ‘figures’, and numbered consecutively in order of
presentation. Titles/legends for figures should be grouped on a separate sheet by
Figure number.
Twenty-five off-prints of each paper are supplied free to authors, who may order
additional off-prints at proof stage, which will be charged at cost.
Early contact by authors planning papers is always helpful and welcomed. Authors
planning larger papers and review articles should contact the editor at an early stage
with proposals.
The Editorial team
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